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Exercise 1

In this exercise you will have to try to do your own implementation to perform a Delta hedge of a European
call option for a stock following the Black Scholes Model, computing the Delta through different methods
for the computation of sensitivities. Consider T = 1, K = S0 = 100, r = 0.02. Proceed as follows:

(a) Simulate one physical path price evolution for St with µ = r, σ = 0.3;

(b) For each time ti in the time discretization compute the option value V (Sti , ti), and store them in
an array;

(c) For each time ti in the time discretization compute the option delta ∆V (Sti , ti) using:

(i) the Black-Scholes analytical delta;

(ii) Forward Differences using the Black Scholes Formula;

(iii) the Pathwise Differentiation Method;

(iv) the Likelihood Ratio Method.

Store them in an array.

First hint: for the last two methods, you can have a look at
finmath-lib/src/main/java/net/finmath/montecarlo/assetderivativevaluation/products/

EuropeanOptionDeltaPathwise.java

and
finmath-lib/src/main/java/net/finmath/montecarlo/assetderivativevaluation/products/

EuropeanOptionDeltaLikelihood.java, respectively.

Second hint: for the Forward Differences method, you have to compute the value of the option
for a shifted initial value Sk + δ: in order to do this, you can use the getCloneWithModifiedData

of your MonteCarloBlackScholesModel. In general, if you want to obtain a clone of an object
myMonteCarloSimulator where the initial value is now double newInitialValue, you may write
Map<String, Object> data = new HashMap<String, Object>();

data.put(ı̈nitialValue", newInitialValue);

MonteCarloBlackScholesModel myCloneMonteCarloSimulator = (MonteCarloBlackScholesModel)

myMonteCarloSimulator.getCloneWithModifiedData(data);

(d) Build the delta hedging portfolio (Bt, φt) where Bt is the bank account position and φt the stock
position given by the delta of the option process:

(i) define two arrays bankAccount, and portfolioValue having same length as the time discreti-
zation. At time t0 set bankAccount[0]=portfolioValue[0] = V0 and stockPosition[0]=0;

(ii) at time ti, i > 0, calculate the stock and cash portfolio gains in (ti−1, ti] by φti−1(Sti − Sti−1)
and Bti−1r(ti − ti−1). Add the two to calculate the new portfolio value Πti before rebalancing;

(iii) calculate the hedging error Vti − Πti before rebalancing, where Vti is the value of the option;

(iv) rebalance the portfolio position according to the new stock positions

portfolioValue[i] = φti = ∆V (Sti , ti)

and

bankAccount[i] = Bti = Πti − φtiSti .


